Information for authors

Editorial Policy

Perspectives in Education (PiE) is a professional, peer-reviewed journal that encourages the submission of previously unpublished articles on contemporary educational issues. It represents a variety of cross-disciplinary interests, both theoretical and practical and seeks to stimulate debate on a wide range of topics. PiE invites manuscripts employing innovative qualitative, quantitative and mixed methods and approaches including (but not limited to), ethnographic observation and interviewing, grounded theory, life history, case study, curriculum analysis and critique, policy studies, ethno-methodology, social and educational critique, phenomenology, deconstruction and genealogy.

Debates on epistemology, methodology or ethics, from a range of perspectives including post-positivism, interpretivism, constructivism, critical theory, feminism and post-modernism are also invited. PiE seeks to stimulate important dialogue and intellectual exchange on education and democratic transition with respect to schools, colleges, non-governmental organisations, universities and universities of technology in South Africa and beyond.

As the journal aims to make itself accessible to a wider reading community, it encourages authors to make their content accessible to a broad readership, including those who may not be familiar with the subject matter addressed. PiE challenges contributors to use innovative, provocative and creative ways of presenting and reporting their research.

Contributions must be in English, as the journal caters to an international audience.

Submission of articles

Articles are considered for publication provided that:

- The work is original.
• The copyright is transferred to PiE and the author has secured all permissions for the reproduction of original or derived material from a copyright source.

• The work has not been published previously and is not under consideration for publication elsewhere (in selected cases, this condition may be waived).

• The author has secured the permission of all named co-authors, who have agreed on the order of the names for publication.

• An approved ethics board (a copy of the ethical clearance certificate/letter should accompany an article submission) has ethically cleared the research on which the article is based.

• The article has been language edited by a certified language practitioner (a copy of the letter from such a language practitioner should accompany an article submission).

• The editor reserves the right to make editorial changes in any manuscript accepted for publication to enhance clarity or conformity with journal style.

The review process takes between 3 to 6 months to complete. Authors will be informed of the editor’s decision on receipt of all of the reviewers’ reports. (Please note that it usually requires more time to review manuscripts submitted in the November-January period.)

**PiE invites submissions in the following categories:**

**Research articles**

Contributors must submit typewritten manuscripts in MS Word format of between 5800-6400 words, including references, notes and tables.

The following are considered when evaluating the suitability of a manuscript for publication in this section of PiE:

• The manuscript offers new, original insights or interpretations and the research is not merely a restatement of existing ideas and views.

• The manuscript makes a significant contribution to the field and extends the borders of educational debate.

• The manuscript is likely to arouse readers’ interest and stimulate debate.

• The manuscript reflects sound scholarship and research design with appropriate, correctly interpreted references to other authors and works.

• The content of the manuscript is accessible to the broad readership of the education community and is not just addressed to specialists in the area.

Contributions in this section of the journal are subjected to our two-fold peer review process. The process is as follows:

- When articles are first received they are scanned for compliance.

- If they comply, they are circulated at the editorial meeting (held fortnightly).

- If they are successful, they are sent for internal blind peer review.
- Depending on the comments, the article is rejected or the comments are sent to the author(s) with the option of reworking and resubmitting within two weeks.

- When authors resubmit, they can submit articles with a word count of up to 6600 words. This will prevent the loss of too much of the old information while adding information requested by the reviewers.
  a. The article is then evaluated to determine if it has been sufficiently improved according to the reviewers’ comments.
  b. If it has not been sufficiently improved according to the reviewers’ comments, the article is rejected.
  c. If it has, it moves on to external blind peer review.

- When the article returns from external blind peer review, depending on the comments from the reviewers, a combined report from the reviewers (to maintain anonymity) is sent to the author(s) with the option of reworking and resubmitting the article within three weeks or the article is rejected.

- A reworked article after external review can have a word count of between 6800-7000 words.

- The reworked article (after external review) is then re-evaluated to determine if it will be published or rejected.

Our two-fold review process is designed to help new/young researchers develop their writing skills.

The latter part of the journal, which is generally not subject to the peer review process, allows for the submission of the following:

**Review articles**

PiE invites succinct, critical, evaluative reviews of current literature on key topics in education. Reviews should provide a descriptive and evaluative summary and a brief discussion of the significance of the work in the context of current theory and practice. In addition to the conventional literature review format, reviewers are encouraged to use alternative methods of representation such as critically engaging the author(s) in a dialogue on published books or articles.

**General submission guidelines**

- Please submit your article via email to pie@ufs.ac.za.

- Name(s) of the author(s), title(s), and affiliation(s) should not be disclosed in the text.

- A separate document containing the author(s) details should accompany the article submission (a simple MS Word document will suffice).

- Please note that all correspondence is done via email. Please direct all enquiries to: pie@ufs.ac.za

- Division of the text must be clear and logical into numbered sections. Subsections should be clearly indicated by using the following numbers to indicate the different heading levels:
No more than four levels of numbering should be used. Note that this is only for formatting purposes and numbering will be removed from the final draft – do not refer to sections by numbers in the text.

- Tables and figures must be placed within their appropriate position in the article accompanied by the appropriate caption/heading.

- All scanned photographs/figures must be kept to a minimum quality level of 300 dpi. Diagrams should be inserted as images – preferably as jpeg or tiff files (not drawn in MS Word using lines, shapes and arrows).

- Tables and figures should be numbered consecutively and be accompanied by a brief heading for tables or caption for figures. Each table/figure must be referred to in the text.

- Do not use footnotes. Use endnotes only (not more than five endnotes per article).

Procedure for manuscripts accepted for publication

Publication fees of R3500 per article published will be charged. Authors will be invoiced on acceptance of the article.

References

- References are cited in the text by the author(s) surname and the year of publication in brackets (Harvard method), separated by a comma: e.g. (Brown, 2001). Page references in the text should follow a comma after the date, e.g. (Brown, 2001: 69).

- If several articles by the same author and from the same year are cited, the letters a, b, c, etc. should be added after the year of publication e.g. (Brown, 2001a).

- In works by three authors, the surnames of all authors should be given in the first reference to such a work. In subsequent references to this work only the name of the first author is given, followed by the abbreviation et al.: e.g. (Ziv et al., 2005).

- In works by four or more authors, the first citation is immediately truncated to the first author’s surname and the abbreviation ‘et al.’, with all the authors only being listed by their surnames in the reference list.

- For personal communications (oral or written) identify the person and indicate in brackets that it is personal communication, e.g. (M Smith, pers. comm.).

List of references

Only sources cited in the text are listed in the reference list, in alphabetical order. These should be presented as indicated in the following examples. Special attention should be paid to the required punctuation.
Journal articles:


Books:


Chapters in books:


Unpublished theses or dissertations:


Anonymous newspaper references:

Citizen. 2006. Education for all, 22 March.

Personal communications:

Not retrievable and not listed.

Electronic references:

No author:


Published under author's name:


PiE checklist (before submitting an article)

- Article is between 5800-6400 words
- Article is referenced according to the Harvard referencing method
- Article is language edited (proof must be provided with article submission)
- Article is in MS Word format
- Article has an abstract
- Article has 4-6 keywords
- Article contains little to no self-referencing by the author(s)
- A separate document containing author details must accompany an article submission
- A clear statement regarding ethical clearance and the approval process for the research must be made